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Nobel laureate Shuji Nakamura predicted in 2014 that GaN-based laser diodes are the future of solid
state lighting. However, blue GaN-lasers still exhibit less than 40% wall-plug efficiency, while some
GaN-based blue light-emitting diodes exceed 80%. This paper investigates non-thermal reasons
behind this difference. The inherently poor hole conductivity of the Mg-doped waveguide cladding
layer of laser diodes is identified as main reason for their low electrical-to-optical energy conversion
efficiency. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4958619]

Shuji Nakamura predicted in his Nobel lecture that
GaN-based laser diodes (LDs) may enable the next generation of solid state lighting,1 which is mainly driven by the
promise of high electrical-to-optical energy conversion
efficiency, also referred to as wall-plug efficiency gWPE.
GaN-based blue light-emitting diodes (LEDs) achieve up
to gWPE ¼ 84%,2 but the highest gWPE values reported for
GaN-based laser diodes (LDs) are still below 40%.3–5 This
paper analyzes the reasons for this gWPE difference by
comparative numerical simulation of both device types
based on the same active region design and the same material properties. Simulation results are validated by LED
and LD measurements.
The wall-plug efficiency gWPE is defined as ratio of
light output power to electrical input power IV (I-current,
V-bias). It is connected to the external quantum efficiency
gEQE ¼ gWPE/gELE by the electrical efficiency gELE ¼ h/qV
(h-photon energy, q-electron charge). The external quantum efficiency gEQE is the ratio of emitted photon number
to injected number of electron-hole pairs. The conversion
of electron-hole pairs into emitted photons is accompanied
by carrier losses and by photon losses, which are described
by the internal quantum efficiency gIQE and the photon
extraction efficiency gEXE, respectively, in the case of
LEDs (gEQE ¼ gIQE gEXE).6 With LDs, gEQE is typically split
up into the slope efficiency gS and the threshold efficiency
gth ¼ (I–Ith)/I (Ith—threshold current, gEQE ¼ gth gS).7 Our
comparison focuses on gEQE and gWPE which are defined
the same way for LEDs and LDs.
We employ advanced device simulation software8 which
self-consistently computes carrier transport, the wurtzite electron band structure of strained InGaN quantum wells (QWs),
and photon emission. Schr€odinger and Poisson equations are
solved iteratively in order to account for the QW deformation
with changing device bias (quantum-confined Stark effect).
The transport model includes drift and diffusion of electrons
and holes, Fermi statistics, built-in polarization and thermionic
emission at hetero-interfaces, as well as all relevant radiative
and non-radiative recombination mechanisms. For clarity, selfheating is excluded in this study, and all results are reported
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for room temperature (T ¼ 300 K). More details on the
employed device models are given elsewhere.9
Our study starts with a calibration and validation of
the device model by simulating the measured performance
of a blue LED that comprises a single 3 nm thick InGaN
QW and a 20 nm thick Mg-doped AlGaN electron blocking
layer (EBL).10,11 The energy band diagram in Fig. 1 shows
the strong QW deformation by the built-in polarization field
which separates electrons and holes. Key material parameters are obtained by simultaneously fitting measurements of
light output power, bias, and emission wavelength (Fig. 2).
The latter was reproduced by using a QW material band
gap of 2.848 eV and a common conduction band offset ratio
of 0.7. The QW polarization was extracted from reproducing
the blue-shift of the photon energy due to screening by the
rising QW carrier density. The resulting QW interface charge
density of 1.3  1013 cm2 is about 80% of the value predicted
by Bernardini12 and about 70% of the value predicted by Pal
et al.13 Carrier leakage from the QW is found to be negligibly
small so that the quantum efficiency droop in Fig. 2 is solely
caused by QW Auger recombination. Our gIQE fit is based on a
Shockley-Read-Hall recombination lifetime of 45 ns and an

FIG. 1. Energy band diagram (green) and InGaN quantum well (QW) energy
levels with wave functions (red) as calculated for the reference LED structure at 100 A/cm2 current density.
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FIG. 2. Comparison between LED measurements (symbols)11 and simulations (lines). The dashed line gives the bias without contact resistance. The
LED chip size is 200 lm  200 lm.

Auger recombination coefficient of C ¼ 7  1031 cm6/s,
which is close to literature data.14 The photon generation
rate is calculated self-consistently without using the common
fit parameter B. The bias-current characteristic in Fig. 2
reveals a relatively high contact resistance that is not typical
for industry-grade devices and is therefore neglected in the
following. The remaining series resistance is about 0.1 X and
it is dominated by the low hole conductivity. The Mg
acceptor ionization energy scales linearly between 170 meV
for GaN and 470 meV for AlN and it keeps the density of
free holes low, despite the high acceptor density of
1019 cm3. The assumed hole mobility is 10 cm2/V s and
it gives a p-GaN resistivity of 1.5 X cm in good agreement
with measurements.15 A more detailed discussion of GaNLED modeling issues can be found elsewhere.16
For laser simulation, we embed the LED layers from
Fig. 1 into a GaN waveguide that is sandwiched between
AlGaN cladding layers. Vertical profiles of refractive index
and guided laser mode are shown in Fig. 3. The optical

FIG. 3. Vertical profiles of refractive index and wave intensity for the laser
diode using the same InGaN quantum well (QW) and AlGaN electron blocking layer (EBL) as in the LED (see Fig. 1).
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confinement factor is C ¼ 0.76%. Our broad-area FabryPerot laser is 50 lm wide and 800 lm long so that the active
area is the same as with the LED. The facet reflectance is
0.05 and 0.95, respectively.5 However, the additional pAlGaN cladding layer raises the series resistance to about
0.5 X, despite our quite optimistic assumption of 10 cm2/V s
hole mobility. Practical AlGaN mobility values may be substantially lower. The Mg acceptor density is kept at
1019 cm3 resulting in a p-AlGaN cladding layer resistivity
of about 2 X cm, which is close to literature data.15
The simulated external quantum efficiencies are compared in Fig. 4. Similar and relatively low optical losses are
assumed in both cases with gEXE ¼ 80% for the LED and
ai ¼ 5/cm for the LD, translating into gS ¼ 79% (solid lines).
Without optical loss, gEQE is enhanced significantly and the
dashed LED line is identical to gIQE in Fig. 2. The laser
slope efficiency is gS ¼ 100% in this case, due to the absence of carrier leakage. If Auger recombination is also
eliminated from the simulation, the LED quantum efficiency approaches unity without any efficiency droop, and
the laser threshold current density is reduced to less than
300 A/cm2 (C ¼ 0, dashed-dotted lines). In all these cases,
the maximum LD efficiency at high current surpasses the
peak LED efficiency at low current, as anticipated by
Nakamura (cf. Fig. 17 in Ref. 1). The key reason for
this laser advantage is the clamping of the QW carrier
population at the lasing threshold density, so that carrier
losses do not increase any further with rising current and
any additional electron hole-pair turns into a photon. Thus,
gEQE ¼ gth gS keeps rising with higher current in Fig. 4 and
saturates at the slope efficiency gS. However, we neglect
self-heating here, which would lead to increasing QW carrier density and therefore to increasing carrier losses above
lasing threshold.17
The simulated wall-plug efficiency produces a much different picture (Fig. 5). The peak LD efficiency is now significantly lower than the maximum LED efficiency, but it occurs
at much higher output power (see inset of Fig. 5). The

FIG. 4. Comparison of the simulated external quantum efficiency gEQE vs.
current density for the reference LED (blue) and the laser diode (red). (solid:
comparable optical loss; dashed: no optical loss; dashed-dotted: no optical
loss and no Auger recombination).
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the simulated wall-plug efficiency gWPE vs. current density for the reference LED (blue) and the laser diode (red).
(Solid: comparable optical loss; dashed: no optical loss; dashed-dotted:
no optical loss and no Auger recombination.) The green lines show the
electrical efficiency gELE for LED and LD, respectively. The inset plots
the wall plug efficiency with optical loss vs. output power for both device types.

predicted laser characteristic (red solid line) is quite close to
recent laser measurements.5 The LED wall-plug efficiency is
clearly limited by QW Auger recombination, which also contributes to the high lasing threshold. But even without Auger
recombination, both devices now exhibit efficiency droop
with higher currents. The reason is the strong decline of the
electrical efficiency gELE with higher current density (green
lines in Fig. 5). Since laser diodes operate at higher current
than LEDs, their bias is higher and their peak gWPE is lower,
even under idealized circumstances. This natural difference is
dramatically enhanced by the low hole conductivity of Mgdoped layers and the resulting series resistance. Lasers require
thicker p-cladding layers for waveguiding and therefore exhibit an even higher bias. Higher Mg doping is not a viable solution because of acceptor density saturation and because
heavy Mg doping reduces the hole mobility by enhanced scattering. It also contributes to photon absorption.18 Therefore,
alternative solutions are currently explored, such as undoped
waveguide layers,5 tunnel junction contacts,19 and indium-tinoxide cladding layers.15
Our somewhat idealized comparison overestimates the
efficiency by neglecting the effects of self-heating, lateral
carrier spreading, and possible vertical carrier leakage. For
comparison and validation, we therefore extend this study
by a simple analysis of recently published continuouswave measurements on 405 nm laser diodes showing a
record-high 7.2 W output power at I ¼ 4 A and V ¼ 6.3 V at
room temperature.5 These lasers exhibit a low thermal resistance (Rth ¼ 6 K/W)20 and an optimized waveguide
structure with low optical loss (ai ¼ 2/cm). Utilizing the
method published by Crump et al.,7 we extract the following efficiency data directly from the measured light power
and bias characteristics as given in Fig. 13(b) of Ref. 5.
The results are plotted in Fig. 6. The laser wall-plug
efficiency is split into the electrical efficiency gELE,
the threshold efficiency gth, and the slope efficiency gS.
The electrical efficiency dominates at high current, in
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FIG. 6. Efficiencies extracted from recently published measurements on
405 nm GaN-based laser diodes.5

excellent agreement with our analysis in Fig. 5. The slope
efficiency also decreases due to thermally enhanced loss
mechanisms such as Auger recombination or electron leakage. The threshold efficiency gth ¼ (I–Ith)/I approaches
unity at high current, i.e., QW Auger recombination has
less influence on the high-power wall-plug efficiency than
the series resistance, as predicted above. The peak external
quantum efficiency is gEQE ¼ 67% for this laser, which is
close to typical GaN-LED results.
In conclusion, the external quantum efficiency of GaN
lasers can be expected to exceed that of GaN LEDs, but the
record wall-plug efficiency of 84% reported for GaN-LEDs
seem out of reach for GaN-lasers, mainly due to the higher
bias which is the natural consequence of the much higher
current and the inherently low hole conductivity of Mgdoped layers. However, laser diodes exhibit a clear efficiency advantage over LEDs at higher output power.
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